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ABSTRACT: 6-Pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase (6-PTPS) is a lyase involved in the synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin. In Plasmodium species 
where dihydroneopterin aldolase (DHNA) is absent, it acts in the folate biosynthetic pathway necessary for the growth and survival of the para-
site. The 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase of Plasmodium falciparum (PfPTPS) has been identified as a potential antimalarial drug target. This 
study identified potential inhibitors of PfPTPS using molecular docking techniques. Molecular docking and virtual screening of 62 compounds 
including the control to the deposited Protein Data Bank (PDB) structure was carried out using AutoDock Vina in PyRx. Five of the compounds, 
N,N-dimethyl-N’-[4-oxo-6-(2,2,5-trimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)-3H-pteridin-2-yl]methanimidamide (140296439), 2-amino-6-[(1R)-3-cyclohexyl-
1-hydroxypropyl]-3H-pteridin-4-one (140296495), 2-(2,3-dihydroxypropyl)-8,9-dihydro-6H-pyrimido[2,1-b]pteridine-7,11-dione (144380406), 
2-(dimethylamino)-6-[(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)-hydroxymethyl]-3H-pteridin-4-one (135573878), and [1-acetyloxy-1-(2-methyl-4-oxo-3H-
pteridin-6-yl)propan-2-yl] acetate (136075207), showed better binding affinity than the control ligand, biopterin (135449517), and were selected 
and screened. Three conformers of 140296439 with the binding energy of −7.2, −7.1, and −7.0 kcal/mol along with 140296495 were better than 
the control at −5.7 kcal/mol. In silico absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) studies predicted good pharmaco-
kinetic properties of all the compounds while reporting a high risk of irritant toxicity in 140296439 and 144380406. The study highlights the five 
compounds, 140296439, 140296495, 144380406, 135573878 and 136075207, as potential inhibitors of PfPTPS and possible compounds for 
antimalarial drug development.
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Introduction
Malaria is a life-threatening disease with a significant impact 
on the human genome as evidenced by the positive selection of 
protective genetic traits such as sickle cell trait and beta-thalas-
saemia.1,2 The disease recorded an alarming number of 241 mil-
lion cases leading to 627 000 deaths in 2021.3 Drugs that have 
been used against this disease over the years include aryl amino 
alcohol compounds, antifolates, artemisinin and its derivatives, 
and artemisinin combination therapies.4,5 Antifolates are a 
group of drugs that inhibit the action of folic acid and have 
been found to be effective against many pathogens and tumor 
cells.6,7 The pathway where this drug acts is the folate biosyn-
thesis pathway is an important pathway essential for the sur-
vival of the parasites but absent in humans. Antifolates that 
were once effective against malaria have now lost efficacy due 
to point mutations developed by the parasite in the genes cod-
ing for the target enzymes, dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) 
and dihydropteroate synthase (DHPS).8-10 Its peculiarity of 

only occurring in the parasite and not in humans makes it an 
important pathway to be targeted, thereby necessitating the 
need to identify and develop new strategies for treatment and 
alternative targets in the metabolic pathway that is crucial to 
overcoming drug resistance and the global burden of 
malaria.11-13 New targets of the folate biosynthetic pathway 
have been identified, one of which is dihydroneopterin aldolase 
(DHNA) which is responsible for the formation of HMDMP 
(6-Hydroxymethyldihydropterin). This enzyme is, however, 
absent in the malaria parasite, and the formation of HMDMP 
is catalyzed by PTPS III known as Plasmodium falciparum 
6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase (PfPTPS).14 
Conventional PTPS (PTPS-I) is essential for the biosynthesis 
of tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), a crucial cofactor for several 
enzymes that play important roles such as aromatic amino acid 
hydroxylases, glycerol ether monooxygenases, and nitric oxide 
synthases.15 The catalytic process of converting dihydroneop-
terin triphosphate (H2NTP) into HMDMP, which 
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constitutes the second enzymatic stage in the biosynthesis of 
folic acid from guanosine triphosphate (GTP), is facilitated by 
the enzyme 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.14,15,17 
Therefore, PTPS represents a potential target for antimalarial 
drugs, and inhibiting its activity in the parasite could impede 
the synthesis of folic acid resulting in reduced folate and DNA 
synthesis leading to the death of the parasite.18

Research has revealed the crystal structure of PfPTPS, 
which consists of a homo hexameric enzyme composed of a 
dimer of trimers.19 Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tet-
rahydropterin synthase has been found to be critical for the 
survival of the P falciparum parasite, as it plays a key role in 
providing the missing link in folate biosynthesis.17 In silico 
techniques, such as virtual screening, can identify potential 
drug candidates targeting PfPTPS.20 Such compounds would 
be a valuable contribution to current efforts in malaria con-
trol, which remains a significant global health burden. Various 
in silico techniques, including molecular dynamics simula-
tions and virtual screening, have been proposed as effective 
means to identify and select relevant therapeutic targets, 
design compound libraries, and optimize high-affinity 
ligands.21 The successful identification of compounds that 
target PfPTPS would represent a significant advancement in 
malaria control.

Methodology
Retrieval of sequence and structure

The amino acid sequence of PfPTPS was retrieved with the 
ID: C6KTB6 from Uniprot.22 The sequence was saved to be 
used for further studies. The three-dimensional (3D) structure 
of PfPTPS was retrieved with the ID: 1Y13 the Protein Data 
Bank (PDB).

Determination of the physicochemical properties 
of Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl 
tetrahydropterin synthase

These properties were calculated with the Expasy ProtParam23 
(https://web.expasy.org/protparam/) prediction server. The 
properties calculated include the estimated half-life, ali-
phatic index, isoelectric point (pI), number of positive and 
negative residues, molecular weight, extinction coefficient, 
instability index (II), and grand average of hydropathicity 
(GRAVY).

Prediction of the secondary structure of 
Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl 
tetrahydropterin synthase

The SOPMA web tool24 was used to predict the secondary 
structure secondary of Pf PTPS.

Determination of Plasmodium falciparum 
6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase active site

The CASTp server25 was used to determine the active site of 
the enzyme.

Ligand preparation for structure-based virtual 
screening

Ligands were selected from PubChem,26 a database of chemi-
cal molecules. Chemical structures similar to biopterin, the co-
crystalized ligand for PfPTPS were gotten from PubChem 
using the Tanimoto threshold of 85%. The Lipinski rule of 5 
and the Veber rule were used to filter the results which yielded 
106 conformers. To remove duplicated compounds, the Galaxy 
Europe platform’s Remove Duplicated Molecules program27 
was used reducing our results to 61 compounds. In addition to 
biopterin, the compounds totaled 62. Energy minimization 
was carried out using Open Babel in PyRx.27,28

Preparation of the 3D structure of PfPTPS and 
virtual screening

The structure cleaning and minimization were carried out 
using Chimera 1.16.29 The screening was carried out using 
AutoDock Vina Wizard in PyRx.28

Post-docking analysis

The Discovery Studio Visualizer 2021 was used to analyze the 
results from the docking process.

Absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, 
and toxicity properties of results

Absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity 
(ADMET) studies estimate the pharmacokinetic properties, 
the toxicity risk, and the determination of a compound’s chance 
of becoming a drug. These properties were evaluated using the 
OSIRIS Property Explorer too. The properties evaluated 
include the logarithm of solubility (Log S), the octanol-water 
partition coefficient (cLogP), the topological polar surface area 
(TPSA), the drug-likeness, and the drug score. The mutagen-
icity, tumorigenicity, irritant risk, and reproductive toxicity 
were evaluated.

Results and Discussion
Physicochemical properties of Plasmodium 
falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase

Table 1 shows the computed physicochemical properties of 
PfPTPS. The physicochemical parameters of a protein are deter-
mined by its composition. The enzyme, PfPTPS is made up of 
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173 amino acids (aa) and 2810 atoms. The most abundant amino 
acid residue is serine (11%), closely followed by isoleucine 
(10.4%) and then by glutamate (8.7%). The amino acid, trypto-
phan was absent in the enzyme. The amino acid composition is 
shown in Figure 1. The hydrophilic nature is influenced by the 
high number of hydrophilic residues (59.1%) compared with the 
hydrophobic residues (30.4%), and this prediction is supported 
by the negative GRAVY value of −0.364.30 The number of nega-
tively charged residues is 25 whereas positively charged residues 
numbered 20. The pI is 5.98, and the molecular weight of the 
protein is 20 060.82 Da (20.06 kDa). These properties are neces-
sary for determining the area of gel where this enzyme can be 
identified.31 The protein’s acidic nature is further shown by the 
pI at 5.98. The II is computed to be 46.44 classifying the protein 
as unstable. The aliphatic index of the enzyme is 91.73. A high 
aliphatic index indicates the thermostability of the enzyme over 
a wide temperature range.32 This protein does not contain any 
Trp residues which indicates that it might result in a 10% error 
in the extinction coefficient. The extinction coefficient is 
13 660 M−1 cm−1at 280 nm in water with an absorbance of 0.681 
assuming all pairs of cysteine residues form cystines.

Determination of the active site of Plasmodium 
falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase

The amino acid residues that were found in the active site are 
shown in Table 2. The active sites of 1Y13 consist of 23 amino 
acids. There were no cysteine residues found in the active site 
which is consistent with findings reported by a previous study.14

Prediction of Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl 
tetrahydropterin synthase secondary structure
The type of motifs of secondary structures predicted for 
PfPTPS includes the alpha helix, the extended strand, the ran-
dom coil, and the beta-turn. The highest percentage was 
recorded for the alpha helix (34.04%), closely followed by the 
extended strand (30.64%), random coil (29.48%), and beta-
turn (5.78%). High percentages of alpha helix and extended 
strands are reported to play important roles in the compactness, 
folding, and stability of a protein (Figure 2).33

Virtual screening analysis
The lower the negative value, the higher the ligand’s affinity for 
the protein. A total of 62 compounds, including biopterin, were 

Table 1. Computed physicochemical properties of PfPTPS.

NUMBER Of 
AMINO ACIDS

MOLECULAR 
WEIghT

PI INSTABILITy 
INDEx

ALIPhATIC 
INDEx

gRAVy ExTINCTION 
COEffICIENT

hyDROPhILIC 
RESIDUES

hyDROPhOBIC 
RESIDUES

173 20 060.82 5.98 46.44 91.73 −0.364 13 660 59.1% 30.4%

Abbreviations: gRAVy, grand average of hydropathicity; PfPTPS, Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.

Figure 1. The percentage of amino acids present in PfPTPS. PfPTPS indicates Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.
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blindly docked into PfPTPS, and 7 best hits were obtained and 
are shown in Table 3. The binding affinities of the top 7 hits 
were between −7.2 and −6.7 kcal/mol which was lower and 
therefore better than that of the co-crystallized ligand biop-
terin, with a binding affinity of −5.7 kcal/mol. Compound 
140296439 had the lowest binding affinity of −7.2 kcal/mol 
signifying its potential to inhibit PfPTPS, thereby limiting the 
synthesis of folate and the activity of the parasite.

Post-screening analysis
The interactions of the ligands in the active site of PfPTPS 
were analyzed with Discovery Studio 2021 client. The interac-
tions shown from the post-screening analyses include hydro-
gen bonds, electrostatic interactions, and hydrophobic bonds 
(Table 4). The binding affinity is the strength of and is 

influenced by these interactions.34 Compound 140296439 in 
its different poses made up 3 of the 7 best hits, taking up posi-
tions 1 to 3. These different poses shown in Figure 3 contrib-
uted to the different types of interactions as well as residues to 
which it was bonded. This compound possesses 6 hydrogen 
bond acceptor (HBA) and 1 hydrogen bond donor (HBD). 
This compound and its interactions in the 3 poses are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5A. However, the high-binding energies suggest 
the strong affinity of this compound to the enzyme. This com-
pound should be further studied for its affinity and possible 
inhibitory actions on PfPTPS. The first pose (Figure 3A) with 
a docking score of −7.2 kcal/mol forms 3 hydrogen bonds with 
SER160, ASN46 and GLU19, 2 electrostatic bonds with 
LYS166 and GLU19, and a hydrophobic bond with LYS166. 
The second pose of compound 140296439 (Figure 3B) with a 
binding energy of −7.1 kcal/mol formed 2 hydrogen bonds 
with SER24 and ASN44 and a hydrophobic bond with 
PRO163. The third pose (Figure 3C) with a binding energy of 
−7.0 kcal/mol forms hydrogen bonds with ASN46 and 
GLU156, electrostatic interactions with LYS166 and GLU19, 
and hydrophobic interactions with LYS166. With a binding 
energy of −6.8 kcal/mol, 5HBA and 3HBD compound 
140296495 formed 6 hydrogen bonds with the active sites of 
the enzyme. It formed 2 hydrogen bonds with SER88 and sin-
gle bonds with ILE86, LEU91, LYS92, and PHE93, and 
hydrophobic interactions with PHE93 and ILE100 are shown 
in Figure 5B. Compound 144380406 possesses 7HBA and 
3HBD and formed 2 hydrogen bonds with SER160 and 
LYS166 (Figure 6A). Compound 135573878 bonded to the 
active sites of the enzyme with a binding energy of −6.7 kcal/
mol. With 7HBA and 3HBD, it formed hydrogen bonds with 
ASN44, SER160, and LYS166 and hydrophobic interactions 
with PRO163. Compound 136075207 with 8HBA and 1HBD 
formed hydrogen bonds with ASN44, SER48, SER160, 
LYS166, SER158, and SER160. The control compound biop-
terin (135449517) with 6HBA and 4HBD bonded to the 
enzyme at a binding energy of −5.7 kcal/mol which is signifi-
cantly lower than the top hits selected (Figure 7). It formed 
hydrogen bonds with SER24 and hydrophobic interactions 
with PRO163. With the exception of the control compound, 
140296495 did not form any unfavorable bonds with the active 
site of PfPTPS (Figure 5B).

The drug-like and absorption, distribution, 
metabolism, excretion, and toxicity properties  
of the best hits
The drug-like and ADMET properties of the hits are shown in 
Table 4. Compounds with lesser molecular weight are more easily 
distributed, therefore the standard of 500 g/mol. The molecular 
weights of these compounds were within the range of 291.00 and 
332.00 g/mol which is below the set standard. The cLogP is an 
indicator of hydrophilicity and absorption, values greater than 5 
are considered highly hydrophilic with poor absorption. The study 

Table 2. The amino acid residues present in the active site of PfPTPS.

AMINO ACID RESIDUES

1y13 SER13, ALA14, gLU15, SER17, VAL18, gLU19, SER48, 
LEU49, LyS50, ARg52, TyR154, gLU156, ILE157, 
SER158, SER160, SER162, PRO163, ThR164, gLN165, 
LyS166, ILE168, hIS170, TyR172

Abbreviation: PfPTPS, Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin 
synthase.

Figure 2. The 3D structure of Plasmodium falciparum 

6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin synthase (PDB:1y13_Chain A). PDB indicates 

Protein Data Bank.
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Table 3. The structures and binding affinities of the best hits in comparison with the co-crystallized ligand, biopterin.

S/N COMPOUND NAME AND ID 2D STRUCTURES BINDINg AffINITy (KCAL/MOL)

1 N,N-dimethyl-N’-[4-oxo-6-(2,2,5-trimethyl-1,3-
dioxolan-4-yl)-3h-pteridin-2-yl]methanimidamide 
(140296439, first Pose)

−7.2

2 N,N-dimethyl-N’-[4-oxo-6-(2,2,5-trimethyl-1,3-
dioxolan-4-yl)-3h-pteridin-2-yl]methanimidamide 
(140296439; Second Pose)

−7.1

3 N,N-dimethyl-N’-[4-oxo-6-(2,2,5-trimethyl-1,3-
dioxolan-4-yl)-3h-pteridin-2-yl]methanimidamide 
(140296439; Third Pose)

−7.0

4 2-Amino-6-[(1R)-3-cyclohexyl-1-hydroxypropyl]-
3h-pteridin-4-one (140296495)

−6.8

5 2-(2,3-Dihydroxypropyl)-8,9-dihydro-6h-
pyrimido[2,1-b]pteridine-7,11-dione (144380406)

−6.8
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Table 4. The type of interactions and the bond lengths between the ligands and the active site of PfPTPS.

SERIAL 
NUMBER

PUBChEM CID hyDROgEN 
BOND 
ACCEPTORS

hyDROgEN 
BOND 
DONORS

BOND LENgThS AND INTERACTIONS

1 140296439 (first 
Pose)

6 1 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: SER160 (2.70 Å), ASN 46 

(3.02 Å)
•	 Carbon-hydrogen Bond: gLU 19 (3.30 Å)

electrostatic interactions:
•	 Pi-Cation: LyS166 (3.05 Å)
•	 Attractive Charge: gLU 19 (4.16 Å)

Hydrophobic interactions:
•	 Pi-Alkyl: LyS166 (5.13 Å)

2 140296439 (Second 
Pose)

6 1 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: SER 24 (2.84 Å)
•	 Carbon-hydrogen Bond: ASN 44 (3.66 Å)

Hydrophobic interactions:
•	 Pi-Alkyl: PRO 163 (4.80 Å)

S/N COMPOUND NAME AND ID 2D STRUCTURES BINDINg AffINITy (KCAL/MOL)

6 2-(Dimethylamino)-6-[(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-
4-yl)-hydroxymethyl]-3h-pteridin-4-one 
(135573878)

−6.7

7 [1-Acetyloxy-1-(2-methyl-4-oxo-3h-pteridin-6-yl)
propan-2-yl] acetate (136075207)

−6.7

8 Biopterin (2-amino-6-[(1S,2R)-1,2-
dihydroxypropyl]-3h-pteridin-4-one (135449517))

5.7

Abbreviation: 2D, two-dimensional.
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predicted for all compounds cLogP values less than 5. The TPSA 
is an indicator of oral bioavailability and according to the Veber 
rule must not be greater than 140; all hits adhered to this rule and 
had TPSA less than 140. The log S value is the logarithm of the 
molar solubility of a compound in water, measured in mol/dm3 
and must be within the ranges of −4 to 6, of which all hits adhered. 
The drug-likeness of a compound indicates the presence of com-
mon drug fragments in the compound. Only compounds 
135573878 and 140296495 had negative drug-likeness values of 
−5.19 and −2.88, respectively. The drug score parameter combines 

all other predictions into a grand total, a number indicating the 
drug potential of a compound. A high drug score value, a better 
chance of a compound’s potential of becoming a drug. The highest 
drug score value of 0.77 was recorded for compound 136075207. 
The resulting toxicity properties are color-coded. Properties coded 
in green implied safety, orange implied mild toxicity, and red 
implied the chances of unwanted consequences. No compounds 
showed risk of mutagenicity, tumorigenicity, or reproductive toxic-
ity. Compounds 140296439 and 144380406 were predicted to 
have high irritant risk.

SERIAL 
NUMBER

PUBChEM CID hyDROgEN 
BOND 
ACCEPTORS

hyDROgEN 
BOND 
DONORS

BOND LENgThS AND INTERACTIONS

3 140296439 (Third 
Pose)

6 1 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Carbon-hydrogen Bond: ASN 46 (3.58 Å), gLU 156 (3.64 Å)

electrostatic interactions:
•	 Pi-Anion/Pi-Cation/Attractive Charge: LyS 166 (2.56 Å, 

3.20 Å), gLU 19 (4.09 Å, 3.48 Å)
Hydrophobic interactions:

•	 Pi-Alkyl: LyS 166 (5.27 Å)

4 140296495 5 3 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: ILE 86 (2.89 Å), SER 88 

(2.82 Å, 2.52 Å), LEU91 (2.83 Å), PhE93 (2.04 Å), LyS92 
(3.17 Å)

Hydrophobic interactions:
•	 Alkyl/Pi-Alkyl: ILE 100 (4.89 Å), PhE93 (5.25 Å)
•	 Pi-Pi T-Shaped: PhE93 (5.32 Å, 5.41 Å)

5 144380406 7 3 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: SER160 (2.09 Å), LyS166 

(2.27 Å)

6 135573878 7 2 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: ASN44 (2.92 Å), SER160 

(3.01 Å), LyS166 (2.28 Å)
Hydrophobic interactions:

•	 Pi-Alkyl: PRO163 (4.99 Å, 4.60 Å)

7 136075207 8 1 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: ASN44 (2.60 Å), SER160 

(2.63 Å), SER48 (2.68 Å), LyS166 (2.33 Å)
•	 Carbon-hydrogen Bond: SER158 (3.40 Å), SER160 (3.54 Å)

Hydrophobic interactions:
•	 Pi-Alkyl: PRO163 (3.79 Å, 4.09 Å)
•	 Amide-Pi Stacked: SER162 (4.27 Å, 4.33 Å)

8 135449517 
(biopterin)

6 4 Hydrogen bonds:
•	 Conventional hydrogen Bond: SER24 (2.24 Å)

Hydrophobic interactions:
•	 Pi-Alkyl: PRO163 (4.69 Å, 5.12 Å)

Abbreviation: PfPTPS, Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.

Figure 3. The different poses of compound 140296439; (A)Pose 1, (B)Pose 2, (C) Pose 3.
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Discussion
The best hits’ binding affinities were lower than the biopterin 
indicating a high-affinity binding. The type of interactions and 
their bond lengths between the different compounds and the 
protein was identified via the post-screening analysis. 
Compound 140296439 with the lowest binding energy of 
−7.2 kcal/mol engaged with the protein’s active site by forming 
2 conventional hydrogen bonds (SER 160, ASN 46) and 1 
carbon-hydrogen bond (GLU 19). This compound in its other 
poses also made up the next 2 best ligand efficiency with 

docking scores other 2 poses had low-binding energies of −7.1 
and −7 kcal/mol. The binding energies of the compounds are in 
the order: 140296439 > 140296439 > 140296439 > 14029649
5 > 144380406 > 135573878 > 136075207 (Table 4). With 
the exception of 140296495, all the compounds formed inter-
actions with the amino acid residues in the active site as pre-
dicted by CASTp (Tables 2 and 5). The ADMET and toxicity 
study conducted revealed that despite all the compounds pos-
sessing good pharmacokinetic properties, some of them still 
possessed high irritant toxicity risk (Table 4). The drug scores 

Figure 4. The interactions of the first (A) and second (B) pose of compound 140296439 with the active site of PfPTPS. PfPTPS indicates Plasmodium 

falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.

Figure 5. The intermolecular interactions between the active site of PfPTPS and the third pose of compound 140296439 (A) and compound 140296495 

(B). PfPTPS indicates Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.
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are in the order: 136075207 > 140296439 > 140296495 = 1443
80406 = 135573878. The toxicity risk can, however, be removed 
by hit-to-lead optimization, this is because toxicity is caused by 
the presence of a high-risk fragment/pharmacophore in the 
compound.35 This study is, however, limited by the fact that 
little is known about the PfPTPS enzyme and that known 
inhibitors have not yet been identified for this enzyme, espe-
cially in Plasmodium parasites.

Conclusions
The folate biosynthetic pathway is an essential drug target due 
to its absence in the human host and should not be ignored in 
the fight against malaria. It still presents opportunities to iden-
tify new targets and design inhibitors and drugs against these 
targets. In this study, following ligand library preparation and 
processing, we employed the molecular docking process to 
identify hit compounds with lower binding energies than the 

Figure 6. The intermolecular interactions between the active site of PfPTPS and compound 144380406 (A) and compound 135573878 (B). PfPTPS 

indicates Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.

Figure 7. The intermolecular interactions between the active site of PfPTPS and compound 136075207 (A) and the control compound biopterin, 

135449517 (B). PfPTPS indicates Plasmodium falciparum 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase.
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ligand, biopterin. We recommend that stability studies and 
confirmatory in vitro and in vivo studies be undertaken, as well 
as employing hit-to-lead (H2L) optimization necessary to 
remove the observed toxicity.
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